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SITE OCCUPANCIES IN TERNARY C15 ORDERED LAVES PHASES
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JIM BENTLEY**, AND TERENCE E. MITCHELL*
* Materials Science and Technology Division, Mail Stop K765, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM 87545
**Metals and Ceramics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P O Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN
37831

ABSTRACT

Site occupancies in three C15-structured AB2(X) Laves phases have been determined by Atom
Location by CHanneling Enhanced MIcroanalysis (ALCHEMI). In NbCr2(V), the results were
consistent with exclusive site occupancies of Nb for the A sublattice and Cr and V for the B
sublattice. The B-site occupancy of V is not expected from atom size effects alone. In NbCr2(Ti),
the results were consistent with Ti partitioning mostly to the A sites with some anti-site defects
likely. In HfV2(Nb), the results were consistent with Nb partitioning between the A and B sites.
The results of the ALCHEMI analyses of these ternary C15 Laves phase materials will be
discussed with respect to previously determined phase diagrams and first-principles total energy
and electronic structure calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Laves-phase intermetallics are of potential use as high-temperature structural materials,1"8

superconductors910 and hydrogen storage materials.11 NbQ^-based and HfV2-based C15
structured alloys are of interest for such applications.4 The defect mechanism of a ternary Laves
phase is crucial to understanding its physical metallurgy and deformation behavior.5 Three
different alloy systems have therefore been chosen for this study: NbCrV; NbCrTi; and HrYNb.
Vanadium-alloyed NbCr2 Laves phase materials have been studied previously.12 It is suggested
based on the Nb-Cr-V phase diagram and first-principles total energy and electronic structure
calculations for NbCr2 that V should occupy the B sites in C15-structured AB2.12 From a similar
set of arguments, it is expected for Nb-alloyed HfV2 that there should be no site preference for
Nb.13 In this paper, ALCHEMI14 is employed to examine the site occupancies of ternary alloy
additions to C15 Laves phase materials.

EXPERIMENTAL

Alloys of composition Nb33Cr42V25, Nb10Cr75Ti15, Nb20Cr60Ti20 and Hf25V60Nb15 were
prepared by arc-melting followed by annealing at 1400°C (1200°C for the Hf alloy) for 120 h.
Specimens were prepared for microanalysis by cutting 3 mm discs followed by dimpling and ion
milling. Energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectra were acquired near <014> over a range of {400}
excitations between symmetry and beyond {12 0 0}. Spectra were also acquired near <334> over
a range of {440} excitations between symmetry and {880}. A Philips CM30 operating at 300 kV
equipped with a Kevex Quantum detector, a Philips CM 12 operating at 120 kV and equipped with
an EDAX superUTW detector and a Philips CM200 FEG equipped with a Link detector were all
utilized for the present study. Site-distributions were extracted from the data by multivariate
statistical analysis (MSA)15 with delocalization correction16 as described elsewhere.17'18



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The C15 Laves phase structure is essentially the same as the oxide spinel structure without
oxygen. Therefore, for the compound AB2 (NbCr2 or HfV2 in this case) there are two distinct
sublattices: A (the tetrahedral site in spinel) and B (the octahedral site in spinel). Figure 1 shows
X-ray spectra collected at {800} under conditions that maximized the electron fluence on the A and
B sublattices. The correlated variation of the V and Cr characteristic X-ray peaks gives qualitative
evidence of similar site-distributions for these elements. However, the precision of the site-
distribution extracted with MSA was poor. This imprecision can be explained by the similarity of
the variations of all X-rays to the channeling, as shown in Figure 2. Although the variation of the
Nb Ka intensity is opposite to those of the V and Cr Ka intensities, the shapes of the three curves
are similar. The three curves do not therefore vary independently, as required by MSA. The lack of
site-discrimination at {800} can be attributed to the similar elastic scattering powers of the
alternating planes, of composition Nb and Cr2 in the stoichiometric binary alloy. Indeed, the
intensity of the 400 reflection was relatively weak. ALCHEMI was therefore performed at the
{440} systematic row, with alternating planes of composition NbCr and Cr. Here, the intensity of
the 220 reflection, due entirely to scattering from the A sublattice, was pronounced. Figure 3
shows the variation of the delocalization-corrected intensity ratios18 with orientation. The
correction coefficients L Q X were all within 2% of unity for the medium energy X-rays used for
quantification. In contrast to the data in Fig. 2, the signals for the two host elements vary
independently of one another. MSA indicated a 99.3 ± 3.9% correlation between V and Cr. The
relatively large statistical error arises because the two sublattices are not completely separated onto
alternating planes at {440}.18 However, the result is consistent with exclusive site-occupancies of
Nb for the A sublattice and Cr and V for the B sublattice.

In the C15 structure, the ideal ratio of atomic radii for the A and B sites is yf3/2 ~ L225
although ratios of -1.1 to 1.6 are observed. In binary NbCr2, the ratio of the Nb (2.08A) to Cr
(1.85A) radii is -1.13. It is expected from size effects that V (1.92A) would substitute for Nb on
the A sublattice. As the V is found to substitute for Cr, it is clear that electronic effects must be
more important than size effects in this case. First-principles total energy and electronic structure
calculations suggest that V addition to NbCr2 should stabilize the C15 structure by lowering the
fermi level to between the bonding and antibonding states of the total density of states.12 Indeed it
is seen from the NbCrV phase diagram that the C15 phase field is elongated parallel to the Cr-V
edge of the diagram out to 30 at.% V, indicating that V solely occupies Cr sites and V serves to
stabilize the C15 structute.12

Figure 4 shows the variation of the delocalization-corrected intensity ratios with orientation for
Nb10Cr75Ti15. MSA indicated a 91.1±1.6% correlation between Nb and Ti. In this case, the results
are consistent with all of the Ti occupying the A sublattice (i.e., TiCr2) with the Nb partitioning
between the A and B sites. This alloy consisted of three phases: C15 Laves phase Nb]4Cr6pTi]7
(64%); Cr-rich bcc solid-solution Cr9iTij (35%); and a Ti phase (2%). Assuming no anti-site
defects (i.e., of Ti and Cr with each other) this gives (Ti^Nbj^tQ-ggNbJg for the Laves phase.
Clearly this formulation would require some anti-site defects to maintain stoichiometry.

The variation of the delocalization-corrected intensity ratios with orientation for Nb20Cr60Ti20 is
shown in Figure 5. MSA indicated an 80.2±2.0% correlation between Ti and Nb. The results are
consistent with all of the Nb occupying the A sublattice with Ti, in this case, partitioning between
the sites. This particular alloy had approximately 5% of a second phase (predominantly Ti). The
composition of the Laves phase was determined to be approximately Nb21Cr63Ti16. Assuming no
anti-site defects (i.e., of Nb or Cr with each other), this corresponds, for the Laves phase, to:
(Nb21Ti13)A[Cr63Ti3]B. For both NbCrTi alloys, the Nb and Ti had a decided preference for the
A-site but

The results of ALCHEMI on the HfVNb alloy are given in Figure 6. MSA indicated a
54.0±9.4% correlation between Nb and V. Assuming that there are no anti-site defects (i.e., of Hf
or V), the results are consistent with the Nb occupying both lattice sites with a slight preference for



the Hf-site. First-principles total energy and electronic structure calculations suggest that there
should be no preference of Nb for either sublattice.13 Additionally, x-ray diffraction experiments
are in agreement with the ALCHEMI findings.13

CONCLUSIONS

Site occupancies for ternary alloying additions to C15-structured Laves phase materials have
been determined with ALCHEMI. As illustrated in the above examples, there are a number of
different point defect mechanisms/structures possible in ternary Laves phase materials. Atom-size
effects may not be the dominant factor for determining the stability of Laves phase materials. As
shown for the NbCrV system, electronic effects may also play a role.12 V substitutes exclusively
for Cr which is not predicted by the atomic size rules. In the NbCrTi system the apparent point-
defect behavior varies with composition, in one case behaving like TiCr2 with Nb additions
(Nb10Cr75Ti15) and in the other like NbCr2 with Ti additions (Nb20Cr60Ti20). Clearly more work is
required in order to fully understand the point defect behavior of this ternary system. In both cases
though, partitioning of the 'alloying addition' occurs with Ti and Nb, occupying the A site
predominantly. In the HfVNb system there is a slight site preference of Nb for the Hf site in
HfV2-based C15 Laves phase. This is consistent with theoretical calculations for this system.13
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Fig. 1. EDX spectra acquired at {800} with electron fluence on the A and B sublattices.
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Fig. 2. Variation of integrated X-ray intensities with orientation at the {800} systematic row.
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Fig. 3. Variation of delocalization-corrected intensity ratios of Nb33Cr42V25 with orientation at the
{440} systematic row.
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Fig. 4. Variation of delocalization-corrected intensity ratios of Nb10Cr75Ti15 with orientation at the
{440} systematic row.
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Fig. 5. Variation of delocalization-corrected intensity ratios of Nb20Cr60Ti20 with orientation at the
{800} systematic row.
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Fig. 6. Variation of delocalization-corrected intensity ratios of Nb20Cr60Ti20 with orientation at the
{800} systematic row.


